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What's New?
A combined linguistic program
newsletter!
Summer language program underway!

An exciting linguistic excursion is in
the early stages of development!

Farewell and
hello!
Bonjour and welcome to our new, combined
French and Barngarla Linguistic Program
Newsletter.
This past month we bade farewell to our
graduating class of 2020 and welcomed our
newest children to join our class of 2021, and I
wish everyone a fantastic journey during their
2nd and 3rd language development!

Fun French cultural
workshops!

I am pleased and excited to present 12
workshops this year which will provide the
children with a taste of what France and its
regions have to offer.

A message from Stuart A Blair
Coordinator, French and
Indigenous Linguistic Program.

The gastronomy, the music, the arts including
live puppet shows and puppet making, and of
course, the littérature, specifically, FrancoBelgian comic books, and how to create one!

The Kindy Room children have been presented
with a unique series of French cultural events
each year since I took the helm of the French
Linguistic Program five years ago.
Where has the time gone?!

The children will enjoy presentations from the
Seychelles, the island of Mauritius, and New
Caledonia (just 4 hours flight from Australia!).
I look forward to working with your child
during their linguistic journey at Kidz Club!

Early Learning
Languages Australia
E.L.L.A. is a digital, play-based language
learning program for preschool children, and I
incorporate the program as part of the
curriculum I have designed at Kidz Club.
There are seven games available for the
children to use at regular intervals each day
to assist with the consolidation of the
grammar taught during the daily French
language lessons.
Each child is allocated a time to use the apps
and have fun with their French each day!

Barngarla language
During the past two years, the
Australian Indigenous Language,
Barngarla, has been introduced to
the Kidz Club Linguistic Program.
I consider it a privilege to teach
the language to the children in
association with Professor Ghil'ad
Zuckermann, Professor of
Linguistics and Chair of
Endangered Languages at the
University of Adelaide.

Barngarla is a dormant Australian Aboriginal
language that was spoken in Port Lincoln,
Whyalla and Port Augusta area of the Eyre
Peninsula, South Australia.
The children at Kidz Club are experiencing
first hand, the reclamation and revival of the
language with the descendants of the
Barngarla People.
The language and its culture are presented to
the children each day.

Barngarla language
workshops
Barngarla language and cultural
workshops will be presented
throughout the year and I am
excited to announce that a field
trip to visit the Barngarla People
in Port Lincoln is in the early
stages of planning. This linguistic
journey will provide a group of
Kidz Club children with the unique
opportunity to practice their
indigenous language with native
speakers, and learn about life in
the region.

Why should children
learn another
language?
Research shows that learning a
second language boosts problemsolving, critical thinking, and
listening skills, in addition to
improving memory, concentration,
and the ability to multitask.
Children proficient in other
languages also show signs of
enhanced creativity and mental
flexibility.

Bilingual children learn faster and easier,
have improved problem solving skills and
creativity, and have more career
opportunities in adulthood.
They also find it easier to connect with
other cultures which makes them more
open-minded and tolerant of diversity, and
they are less likely to experience agerelated mental illness as they reach old age.
Most importantly, it’s much easier to learn a
second/ third language at an early age.
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